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“Wallace!”

“Wallace is actually here. Did Wallace just say someone else is an Immortal Doctor? Who is Alex
Rockefeller?”

“He is Alex Rockefeller. He’s a true Immortal Doctor!”

All the famous doctors in Triangle River Delta kneeling on the ground were shocked by Wallace Yoke’s
appearance. Their eyes were wide open.

America’s best imperial doctor was very famous.

On the contrary, Immortal Doctors existed in a very distant part of history. For contemporary humans, they
didn’t mean a great deal. The only reason everyone got down on their knees was that they were afraid.

Meanwhile, Wallace was indeed one of the country’s renowned representatives. Irrefutably, he was Alaska’s
best Immortal Doctor. Countless rich people from noble families and high-ranking government officials all
perceived him as a very respectable individual.

After a moment’s hesitation, this group of people seemed as if they had found the courage they needed. They
all stood up and surrounded Wallace.

“Wallace, did you say he’s a true Immortal Doctor?”

“Could he be one of the descendants of ghost doctors too?”

Wallace nodded. “That’s right. I’ve personally witnessed his abilities. I was even fortunate enough to save
someone’s life with him. Recently, there was the Midnight Demon’s case in California that caused terror
among its citizens. Alex was the one who saved those poor female victims,” he said confidently.

“What?” Everyone was shocked.

Even Phoebe Larsen looked at Alex in a different light.

In the case of the Midnight Demon, there was a huge uproar in California back then. All the pretty ladies in
California were afraid of leaving their houses at night for fear that they might be the next victim of that demon.
Even the neighboring city, Michigan, had its citizens riled up in terror, and even the Divine Constabulary was
involved.

Hence, Phoebe also knew about this case. Suddenly, her impression of Alex improved significantly.

“Oh, dear. Back then, Michigan even sent a team of experts to help. I heard that a mysterious doctor had
rescued those poor souls. I can’t believe it… It was actually you, sir!” A specialist doctor in his early fifties
cried.

Since Wallace was addressing Alex as ‘sir’, he naturally had to do so as well. In fact, he felt proud saying it.
It was almost as if he had become Wallace’s peer by doing so.

After that, another person stepped forward to praise Alex. “Sir, you have such a heart to save the world, and
you have amazing medical skills too. That’s why you deserve to be respected by us as a true Immortal Doctor.
I, Gus Murphy, hereby greet you respectfully!”

With that, Gus went down on his knees to show respect to Alex.

‘D*mn!’ Someone secretly cursed. ‘This is truly a shameless act. Earlier, you kneeled in front of the other
fellow who claimed to be an Immortal Doctor. It has only been two minutes, and you’re already kneeling in
front of another Immortal Doctor. Can you have some respect for yourself?’

In the next moment, someone else went down on their knees.

“I am Mickey Jansen from Mount Sao. I’m the director of the cardiology department in Sao Municipal
Hospital. On behalf of all my peers from the hospital, I hereby greet you with respect, Immortal Doctor.
Please drop by to show us some guidance when you’re free.”

‘Damn it! This person was even more shameless.’

Many doctors looked down on his behavior, but they also felt very upset and were tempted to do the same.

Soon, everyone imitated this doctor, and each of them invited Alex to visit their hospitals or clinics.

There were all smart people. America’s best imperial doctor was standing up for Alex. Even if they weren’t
exactly clear about Alex’s background, doing this would still mean they were getting on good terms with
Wallace.

Since they had already kneeled in front of a fake Immortal Doctor, they didn’t mind doing it again.

When the feminine looking young man saw how those who kneeled in front of him earlier were now willingly
doing the same in front of Alex, he frowned. There was a sinister look in his eyes when he looked at Alex.

